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ABSTRACT
Rather than rely on archaic or proprietary approaches, recent domain-specific advancements in the area
of open standards based, long-term data storage have been made helping ensure long-term preservation
and universal accessibility for valuable file-based assets and collections.
This presentation will give a detailed technical overview of the recently published SMPTE Archive
eXchange Format (AXF) standard. Born out of the Big Data-centric pedigree of the Media and
Entertainment industry, AXF is applicable to all aspects of file-based asset preservation now and into the
future. In sharp contrast to other approaches such as TAR and LTFS, AXF was designed from the
ground up with the goals of asset transport as well as long-term storage and preservation. AXF futureproofs digital content repositories by embracing key OAIS preservation philosophies and abstracting the
underlying operating system, file system and storage technology so that content remains available no
matter how each evolves.
A history of the development of AXF highlighting its recent standardization will be given along with a
detailed overview of the technology and its key features as contrasted with other non-standard
approaches such as LTFS. End-user success stories will focus attention on the key features of the AXF
standard and how it can be leveraged to ensure open access, long-term protection, and transportability
of file-based asset and collections now and into the future.
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